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PRIME
TIME

The prime movers of Australia’s trucking fleet and
the people who drive them are crucial to life in the
bush. But with one in five drivers at retirement
age, who is going to steer the fleet?
STORY + PHOTOS NATHAN DYER

Alice Springs
truckie Jake Tyrrell
is one of a new
generation taking
over the steering
wheel of Australia’s
long-haul fleet.
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n a wet Wednesday evening in August the rain
buckets down on the Kuranda Range west of Cairns.
The rainforest sparkles in the headlights of Roger
Downie’s Kenworth and the veteran truckie’s face is
a picture of concentration as the truck winds along
the slippery mountain road. “You’ve got to be watching all the
time,” says Roger above the roar of the engine. “And that’s why I’m
watching the car in front and the car in front of that one.”
Loaded with scaffolding for a construction job in
Weipa, Roger will draw on every bit of skill he’s gained
over three decades behind the wheel to negotiate the
1600-kilometre round trip from Cairns. “It’s down to
5km/h on the road to Weipa at the moment,” he says,
watching the road ahead like a hawk. “You’ve just got
to learn to take it easy, and be patient, and that way you
get there safe and you get home safe.”
As Roger’s Kenworth passes through Mareeba,
Wallabadah truckie Terry Robertson steps down from
his Freightliner. Onboard is a load of Dimbulah-grown
pumpkins destined for the Sydney markets, 2500km
south. Later, as the big Cummins engine roars up a hill
known as Gentle Annie, the former farmer-turned truckie
explains the intricacies of produce carriage. “You’ve got to
take it easy with produce onboard, think of your load, and
try to take care of it,” Terry says. “I’ve been a farmer before
so I know what it’s like being on the other end.” With
more than 10 million kilometres behind the wheel, he’s
had plenty of time to perfect the art. “When it’s hot, for
example, I’ll loosen the tarp when I stop to get some air in
and help the produce breathe a bit.”
Whether it’s delivering pumpkins from the Atherton
Tablelands to the Sydney markets, building supplies to
Cape York, cattle to waiting boats in Darwin, grog to
Birdsville, or general supplies to outback towns, truck
drivers underpin the lifestyle of those who call the bush
home. Nearly everything we consume has at some stage
been transported by truck. The industry’s major markets
span the entire economy and demand for road freight
services is a lead indicator of economic growth.
As one of the world’s most sparsely populated
countries, Australia particularly reveres long-haul
truckers. The triple and quad road trains of our north
are found nowhere else in the world, and our road
network – totalling more than 870,000km – is one of
the largest on the planet.
With decades of experience, patience, skill and pride in
getting the job done well, Roger and Terry epitomise an
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industry employing more than 200,000 drivers and worth
$48 billion annually. But at 60 and 67, respectively, the
two veteran truckies also reflect a growing issue facing
the industry. One in five Australian truck drivers will
reach or pass retirement age this year. With demand for
road transport expected to grow by almost 30 percent by
2026, the question is, who will drive the fleet?

FIGHT FOR THE ROAD

It’s 10am on a typically bright Alice Springs morning
and the car park at the National Road Transport Hall
of Fame is already half full. Tourists wander in past
signs directing them to either the train museum or
the truck museum. Nearly all turn right, toward the
trucks. Inside, rigs from all eras and in all states of
repair stand side by side – a life-size timeline of road
transport’s evolution Down Under.
From humble beginnings in 1995, the Alice Springs
museum is now widely regarded as a modern-day
mecca for anyone interested in the industry. Its
collection tells a story of world-leading innovation,
beginning with the country’s first road train, the
British-built AEC truck. An eight-wheeler with two
self-tracking trailers, the AEC road train serviced
stations from Alice Springs to Katherine between 1934
and 1946. Following in its tracks, Northern Territory
trucking legends Kurt Johannsen and Noel Buntine
further pioneered road-train transport in the Top
End in the 1950s and 1960s, paving the way for the
triples and quads that are today ubiquitous in outback
Australia. Johannsen’s beloved first truck, Bertha,
stands alongside the AEC truck at the museum.
While trailblazers such as Johannsen and Buntine,
aided by the Beef Roads scheme, opened up the north,
and infrastructure spending upgraded roads (including
the Eyre Highway across the Nullabor, the Stuart
Highway through the centre, and the Great Northern
Highway between Perth and Kununurra) truckies across
the country fought for the right to ply their trade. But
TOP: Queensland truckie Roger Downie fills out his logbook before beginning the 800km trip from Cairns to Weipa.
ABOVE: Wallabadah truckie Terry Robertson loads pumpkins at Dimbula, Qld.
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Trucks line the loading bays at the Sydney markets in the early morning.

despite key advantages of road over rail, including doorto-door service and route flexibility, state governments
– which had ploughed billions into railways – fought
hard to keep freight on rail, maintaining a range of
regulations and taxes that made it costly, and in many
cases illegal, to transport freight on interstate roads.
Two key milestones for the industry were the 1954
Hughes and Vale High Court case, which eventually
led to the deregulation of interstate road transport,
and the 1979 Razorback Blockade movement,
which led to the abolition of state-enforced road
maintenance taxes on trucks.
Australia’s transport companies and drivers are
today represented by a network of state and federal
advocacy groups, many under the affiliate umbrella of
the Australia Trucking Association (ATA), lobbying for
better roads and regulations across the country.
Our trucking industry is a mix of large and small.
More than two-thirds of all road freight is carried
by the 90,000 articulated trucks on the road, with
B-doubles accounting for 40% of all road freight
volume. Although the big companies control most longhaul interstate movements, smaller operators dominate
the industry. About 70% of the 42,000 registered
transport operators are single-truck operators, and
another 24% have two to four trucks in their fleet.
Although a lot of Australia’s domestic freight volumes
are made up of bulk iron-ore and coal movements,
nearly all non-bulk freight is carried by road.
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A WAY OF LIFE

For many in the industry, trucking is a lifestyle,
not just a job. Across town from the Alice Springs
museum, Adam ‘Hoggy’ Hogg is spending a rare day
at the depot. As a driver for Tanami Transport, Hoggy
spends most of his days rattling along outback tracks,
ducking in and out of remote cattle stations across the
Top End. But heavy rains in Queensland mean the
Sandover Highway is shut and restocking work has
come to a standstill, for now.
Leaning on the bullbar of his Kenworth, with the
MacDonnell Ranges rising behind, Hoggy says outback
livestock carting is a great career. “Tell me a job where
you can sit in your office, listen to music, talk to who
you want on the phone, and go to bed when you want,
within reason,” the 39 year old says. “It’s not a set run
so you go everywhere, and you might load the same
mob of cows two or three days in a row, but every load
is different, so it’s always a challenge,” he says. “But to
watch all those cows walk off at the end of a trip, to
know you got them all there and they can all walk off,
it’s a pretty satisfying feeling knowing you’ve done your
job to the best of your ability.”
Heading up to Weipa on the Peninsula
Development Road, Roger Downie says you’ve got to
like people to be a truckie. “It’s a small world when
you’re driving, and you need to get along with people,”
he says. After four decades behind the wheel, Roger
says there’s only one other thing he’d be doing if he
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Even after long days in the cab, Jason often goes out
of his way to give station staff a perk up, especially in
the middle of a long mustering season. “If I’m in Isa I
might pick up three or four buckets of KFC on my way
out to Alexandria Station, just to make it a bit exciting
for the ringers when I get there,” he says. “I once ordered
25 cheeseburgers at Maccas at Mount Isa and the girl
behind the counter didn’t flinch, she just asked, ‘Is that
to have here or take away?’ I said, ‘What do I look like,
the bloody Hamburgler?’”
Out in Birdsville, Tom McKay has just unloaded a
road train of general freight, food and, perhaps the most
anticipated cargo in Australia, grog for the Birdsville
Hotel. Heavy rains have cut the town off from Adelaide
for most of the past month. “They’ve been three weeks
without a truck so they were pretty strung out,” Tom says.
The former station manager, who runs Birdsville
Transport with wife Jo and sons Will and Jack, says it has
been a good year, with cattle prices keeping the company’s
livestock trucks going flat out, on top of their general
freight work from Adelaide up the Birdsville Track.
Today, the rain has brought another unusual benefit – a
backload. “I’ve just loaded three cars and a campervan, all
drowned,” says Tom, a wry smile on his face.
Tom says out here most people understand how
important road transport is to their way of life. “And
they learn pretty quickly if they don’t,” he says, laughing.
Although the work is tough on gear and people, Tom

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP: Truckie Craig Brown takes a break at Injune Roadhouse, Queensland; modern-day mailman of the Birdsville Track, Tom McKay;
(l-r) Dennis Rankine, Johnny Rankine and Jason Freyling in the truck shed on Alexandria Station.
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wasn’t driving general freight up the Cape. “If I wasn’t
doing this, I’d be driving cattle trucks,” he says with a
grin. Although he admits life on the road is often hard
going, the job has plenty of rewards. “And when you’re
in the cab you’re your own boss, for a while.”
Further south, Craig Brown is tucking into a late lunch
at the Injune Roadhouse on the Carnarvon Highway,
300km south of Emerald. Having learned the ropes from
his father, a log truck driver on the north coast of New
South Wales, the 47 year old says trucking gets into your
blood. “I love being somewhere different every day,” says
the company driver for Sawtells Transport, carting a load
of chip potatoes from Comet down to Sydney.
But he says long haul has its challenges, none greater
than balancing family life with work. “I spend a lot of
time away from home, from my wife and three kids, so
you miss them and that’s tough,” he says. “I have tried to
give it away a few times over the years, but I miss it too
much, so I always go back to it,” Craig says. “I love the
job, and I love the camaraderie among drivers.”
Stories of truck drivers, especially those in the bush,
going above and beyond are common. As an ownerdriver who carts predominantly for the North Australian
Pastoral Company (NAPCo), Toowoomba-based Jason
Freyling’s life is a blur of phone calls, pickups and longhaul journeys to some of the Top End’s most remote
properties. “Sometimes I feel like I’m a ball in a pinball
machine,” Jason jokes. “But it’s all cool bananas.”
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Tanami Transport truckie Adam ‘Hoggy’ Hogg loves his job carting livestock across the Top End.
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says the McKays love what they do. “The people we deal
with, they’re friends and half relations most of ’em, and you’ve
known ’em for years and years, so they’re all like family. You
have a laugh and a joke, and you know if you can’t get there
for some reason you can give ’em a buzz and everyone is pretty
understanding,” he says. “And they always thank you for what
you do, and that makes it pretty rewarding.”

CONNECTING TOWN AND COUNTRY

Although people involved with the industry understand its
importance, Judy Edmond reckons too many people take our
truckies for granted. Owner of the Greenvale Roadhouse,
250km west of Townsville, Judy is famous for her hospitality
towards drivers. From home-cooked meals to free coffees, Judy
goes out of her way to create a home away from home for those
who call the road their office. The former ringer, who bought the
Greenvale business seven years ago, says it’s all about caring for
the people who make the country tick. “Everything I get comes
on a truck, in fact everything anyone gets, when you think back
along the line, it’s come on a truck,” Judy says. “Without trucks
Australia stops. It’s as simple as that.”
As store manager for the remote community of Canteen
Creek, 600km north-east of Alice Springs, Dallas Phipps
understands as well as anyone the importance of trucking to
outback life. “Because we’re so far out and because we can only
hold so much stock, the trucks are just critical for us,” says
Dallas, as he unloads pallet after pallet of food from a truck
parked at the store’s back gate.
Dallas, who’s been managing outback stores with wife Sue
for eight years, says drivers always do their best to get a load
through. “In all the years we’ve been doing this, it’s very, very
rare, regardless of the weather, that the trucks haven’t been able
to get out to us, at least within a day or two of their normal
schedule,” he says, “Even if they can’t get a full load out to
you, they’ll try and get a smaller load on a smaller truck, just
to get to you.” He says that commitment to the job makes
truckies a unique breed. “As the old saying goes, they just keep
on truckin’, and thank goodness for that, because none of the
communities more than 300 or 400 kilometres out from the
major areas would have any hope of surviving without them.”
Down the road, Epenarra station manager Allan
Cunningham says trucks are the lifeblood of remote properties
across the country. “We rely on them for everything, freight,
lick, stores, everything,” says Allan, as he helps unload weekly
stores. “You’d be buggered without ’em.”
Just as trucks are crucial for delivering supplies to the bush,
they play an equally vital role in getting rural produce to urban
consumers. For most Aussie farmers, trucks are the only way
to get goods to market. “Without trucks we’d be stuffed,” says
Atherton Tablelands farmer Charlie McKean as he loads 60
half-tonne bins of butternut pumpkins onto a B-double parked
in a paddock on his Dimbulah farm. “A bloke out the road here
A road train is loaded with cattle on the edge of Great Northern Highway at Springvale station, WA.
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Truckie Terry Robertson sits down to an old-fashioned roadhouse meal at Greenvale, Qld.

sent pumpkins down to Sydney by rail once and what a
disaster; they took two weeks to get there.” Charlie says
the truck drivers he deals with are always professional and
on the ball. “You have problems every now and then with
agents, but never with the trucks,” he says. “They’re the
salt of the earth, these blokes.”
At the other end of the pumpkin supply chain,
B-doubles crowd the loading bays at the Sydney markets
and forklifts buzz about with pallets of fresh fruit and
vegetables. Operations manager for potato and onion
wholesaler Premium Produce Packers, Damian Samios,
says trucks are vital for the fresh food business. “We
used to get a lot of stuff in by rail, but that’s gone by the
wayside now, so nearly 90% of it all comes in by truck
now, if not more,” Damian says. “We all know that we
can’t survive without trucks.”

DEMAND AND SUPPLY

In the coming decades, our reliance on trucks is set to
grow even more. Speaking from Volvo Group Australia’s
Brisbane head office, chief executive Peter Voorhoeve
says although the Australian economy continues to
adjust from the mining boom, the road-transport
sector remains buoyant. “Long term, transport is a
good business to be in, and you see this because there is
investment being done in the industry,” Peter says.
At a time when car manufacturing in Australia is
almost completely defunct, Volvo has just invested $25
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million in its Wacol factory in Brisbane’s south-west
and announced plans for a $165 million upgrade of
its national retail network. Australia’s other big truck
manufacturer, Kenworth, continues to invest millions
in research and development, and equipment at its
Bayswater factory outside Melbourne. Volvo’s Queensland
plant produced 2500 Volvo and Mack trucks last year,
while Kenworth’s Victorian plant produced just over 2000.
Mark Gobessi, Australian general manager for Western
Star, which sponsors the famous R.M.Williams Longhorn
Express, says the medium- to long-term outlook for the
industry is good. “I think the coming years are going to be
an exciting time for road transport, and certainly when you
look at the technology that’s evolving we see the market
simply demanding more and more of those features to
ensure productivity and safety on the road,” Mark says.
Brad May, director of sales and marketing for
PACCAR Australia, which owns Kenworth, says the
unique nature of Australia’s road transport is one of the
key reasons domestic truck manufacturing remains viable
in this country. “For people out in the bush, for example,
with big road trains and very heavy, long vehicles, those
vehicles don’t exist anywhere else in the world; they are
truly unique to Australia,” he says. “So I think as long as
Australian trucking remains unique for the world, that
value proposition will remain in place.”
The confidence of manufacturers and distributors is
backed by industry figures that show domestic freight
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Dimbulah pumpkin grower Charlie McKean loads a B-double for the Sydney markets.

increased 50% in the past decade and is forecast to
increase by 26% in the coming 10 years.
Despite the strong growth prospects, Peter says
the industry has a number of challenges ahead, none
greater than the looming driver shortage. “The problem
is our driver population is ageing and we don’t get
enough young men or women in the industry,” he says.
“Approximately 20% of drivers could – they won’t, but
they could – retire this year, and if that happens we’re
not going to find enough drivers.”
A recent industry survey commissioned by Volvo found
the average age of Australian truck drivers is 47. Recruitment
rates will need to increase 150% to meet demand for new
drivers. The driver shortage has the potential to push up
transport costs and directly impact economic activity. Almost
everyone in the industry agrees that getting good drivers is
becoming more and more difficult.
Peter says key ways to address the driver shortage
include changing industry perceptions, hiring more young
and female drivers, and training better drivers. Another
way is to reduce the number needed. “Technology-wise,
we are working with the long haulers to increase their
productivity, and we are striving, together with the
transport industry, to get less trucks on the road, pulling
more loads,” Peter says. “Because that is safer, more
efficient and better for the environment.”
Head of the Australian Trucking Association (ATA),
Chris Melham, says another key challenge is to ensure
roads keep up with trucking technology. “As an overall
comment, I would say the state of our roads are a lot
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better, but one of the biggest challenges for our industry
is attracting the capital needed for the infrastructure
upgrades that will be required if we are going to put
higher productivity vehicles on the roads.”

CHANGING PERCEPTIONS

When it comes to getting more new drivers in the cab,
one of the biggest barriers, Chris Melham says, is the
wider community’s perception of the industry. “There is
a big divide between the city and the bush, and a huge
divide between the industry and the ordinary consumer,”
Chris says. “And the ATA and governments need to
address this.” He says perceptions don’t match the level of
professionalism now seen across the industry. “We’ve got to
change the image of our industry and elevate it to a more
professional, modern image,” Chris says. “They’re not just
truck drivers any more, they’re logistics managers.”
And he says the industry and government agencies
need to do more to highlight the ever-improving safety
record of heavy vehicle operators. “Since 1982, around
the introduction of B-doubles, the safety record for
heavy-vehicle drivers has been improving year after
year,” Chris says. Despite a large increase in the number
of trucks on the road, Centre for Automotive Safety
Research data shows road fatalities involving articulated
trucks fell 80% between 1982 and 2015.
Divisional director of Toll Domestic Forwarding, Mal
Grimmond, says making sure all road users understand
their safety obligations is crucial to public perceptions of
the industry. “Within Toll we’re very focused on fatigue and
CLOCKWISE FROM TOP: Australia’s road freight industry carries everything from mining equipment to livestock and fruit; Brian Spratt shops with his son Zedekiah at
the resupplied Canteen Creek store, NT; a forklift unloads pumpkins at the Sydney markets; operations manager for Premium Produce Packers Damian Samios.
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One of the best-looking rigs on the road: the R.M.Williams Longhorn Express.

speed, and everything we can do to keep our drivers safe,”
Mal says. “But we have to interact with the public and we
have a lot of incidents that are third-party incidents where
we might have inexperienced car drivers, or caravaners, that
really cause all sorts of problems,” he says.
As one of Australia’s largest road transport operators
– with nearly 3000 heavy vehicles covering 300 million
kilometres each year – Toll plays a key role in introducing
safety technologies to the industry. The company’s fleet is
fitted with GPS technology to track location and speed,
as well as onboard cameras to monitor road incidents.
The cameras, monitored by a third party, are triggered
by events such as harsh braking or harsh cornering
and record eight seconds before and after the event.
The company is also rolling out ‘seeing eye’ technology
that monitors fatigue by scanning drivers’ eye and head
movements. Any signs of drowsiness sends an alert to a
central control room and the driver is contacted.
Mal says not only has the technology improved the
accountability of drivers and significantly reduced
speeding events, it helps Toll better understand the
conditions their drivers work under. “It’s a bit of a twoway street – it’s not just looking at our drivers, it’s also
understanding what conditions they operate in,” he says.
“And when you see some of this footage you get a really
good understanding of what they have to deal with.”
Another key area for improving public perceptions,
Chris says, is the ongoing work of the National Heavy
Vehicle Regulator (NHVR) – the Brisbane-based agency
established in 2010 to work with the states and territories
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to coordinate a national framework for heavy-vehicle
laws. Chris points to developments such as chain-ofresponsibility guidelines, driver-fatigue management
reforms and the National Heavy Vehicle Accreditation
Scheme (NHVR) as key improvements for the industry.
Although many agree regulation through the NHVR
is moving in the right direction, enforcement remains
a major concern. “It’s one of the most significant issues
in the industry and has been for many years,” Chris
says. “Many of our states have a punitive approach to
compliance and enforcement; there is no commitment to
work with the industry in a collaborative manner,” he says.
“So the challenge here for the NHVR is to put in place

INDUSTRY SNAPSHOT
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

The Australian road-transport industry employs more
than 200,000 drivers and generates revenue of
$48 billion annually.
In 2013–14, there were 210.6 billion tonne kilometres
of freight moved by road.
National freight is expected to grow 26% by 2026.
There are 42,000 registered transport operators in
Australia.
More than 5500 Mack, Volvo and Kenworth trucks
were made in Australia during the past financial year.
In 2015 Australia’s total road length was 873,573km.
$26.3 billion was spent on roads in 2013–14.
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cultural change. There’s been marginal improvements,
but those need to be revved up.”
Operations manager for Tanami Transport, Mark
Castagna, says a less punitive approach to enforcement
would go a long way to improving the perception of the
industry among potential new drivers. “I think we’ve
got to be appreciated a bit more, really,” says Mark,
who spent 30 years behind the wheel before taking on
a managerial role five years ago. He says many good
drivers are disheartened when pulled over and penalised
by authorities for minor infringements. Although
he understands the need to have strong enforcement
and agrees that it’s probably got rid of some of the
cowboys in the industry, he says: “It impacts upon the
professional, dedicated drivers who are just trying to do
their job as well as they possibly can”.

MAKING THE JOB BETTER

A key way to attract more drivers is to make the job itself
more appealing. Although regulations and paperwork
are the bane of many truckies’ lives, some aspects have no
doubt made the job better. Chris Brown says regulated
hours have had a significant impact on the working lives
of drivers. “I don’t think they’ve got it right yet, there’s
still room for improvement, but it’s definitely made the
job a whole heap better, and safer,” he says.
Better roads are also making the job safer. Travelling
along the Gregory Highway, south of Belyando Crossing,
Terry Robertson glides his Freightliner down the
bitumen. “When I first started coming up here back in
the late seventies, this was nearly all dirt,” he says. “Jesus,
it was rough. Brake shoes would just drop off onto the
road.” Although there’s plenty more work to be done,
Terry says he’s seen a lot of change during three decades
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behind the wheel. “Before the Nullabor was sealed,
for example, we used to put trucks on the train at Port
Augusta to go across to Kalgoorlie.”
Although he agrees roads are getting better, Craig
says many improvements have come with an unexpected
side effect. “Unfortunately, while the governments
are doing a reasonable job improving our highways
they’re bypassing the towns and taking us away from
all those good old truck stops,” he says. “Now they’re
building these super servos that have Hungry Jack’s and
McDonald’s and KFC, and it’s tough to get good quality
meals, and it’s tough to find good quality facilities such
as parking and showers,” he says.
Mal Grimmond says rest and changeover facilities
remain a major issue for the industry. “The biggest issue
we have, and more so in WA than in Queensland, is the
facilities for our drivers are quite poor, truck stops are
poor quality and rest areas aren’t where we need the rest
areas to be,” Mal says. Chris says getting governments to
fund and build better rest areas is a priority.
Another way of improving the job is putting drivers in
better vehicles. When Bruce Stanes first started driving
road trains out of Alice Springs back in the 1960s, pulling
the passenger seat out of a Flintstone Mack to create a
sleeping space was considered a luxury. “And we never had
a radio or air-conditioning in those old trucks; it was just
how far you had the window down,” he says with a grin.
In contrast, Stanes Transport’s latest purchase is
a custom-built Mack Titan with microwave, fridge,
television, satellite phone, Ice-Pak, central air inflation
technology and automatic transmission. The fridge means
there’s always a cold drink on hand and the microwave
helps drivers eat better on the road, especially when they
might pull up for the night 100km from anywhere.

ABOVE: Alice Springs truckie Jake Tyrrell. BELOW: Ringers load a road train at Wrotham Park Station, Qld.
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Better communications have also made the job safer.
For Roger Downie, something as simple as a satellite
phone has made a big difference to driving on the remote
roads of Far North Queensland. “Nowadays, if I have any
problems I can call the boss 200km out from anywhere,”
Roger says. “It does make you feel safer, knowing you’re in
contact and have people around you.”
Technology aside, Mark Castagna believes the best way
to improve the lot of drivers is to look after the ones you
have. He says the driver shortage means treating people
well is more important than ever. Tanami Transport pays
drivers a percentage of what their truck earns on top of
their weekly wage, and employs a full-time mechanic and
boilermaker to ensure equipment is always in top nick. “If
you have really good equipment and you insist on high
standards of maintenance, the drivers that stay on tend to
be of a higher calibre,” Mark says. “And when you’ve got
good drivers you want to look after them.”

FILLING THE VOID

It’s still dark as Jake Tyrrell rattles down Binns Track
after offloading his first delivery of the day at the
Aboriginal community of Wetenngerr, 450km north-
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east of Alice Springs. Although he’s got another four
deliveries and hundreds of kilometres ahead of him, the
22 year old ticks along happily at 50km/h. “Out here
you just take it steady,” says the young bloke with the
confidence of a veteran. “Any more and the corrugations
will shake the truck and load apart.”
After leaving school aged 15, Jake had stints as a ringer
and an apprentice plumber before turning to trucking as
soon as he could get his licence, following in his father’s
footsteps. “Mum tells me stories of how we used to all
go with Dad in the truck when I was a baby, and how he,
this big bloke covered in tatts, would run into roadhouses
with a little bottle of milk and ask to get it heated up
for me.” Underneath Jake is a million dollars worth of
truck and trailers. As the Mack Titan’s engine rumbles
along like a song, he knows he’s got it a lot easier than his
father’s generation. And he’s also conscious of the trust
placed in him by boss Mark Stanes. “I still can’t believe he
lets me drive this,” says Jake, grinning.
Although Jake learned the ropes from his father, many
young people find it hard to get the experience required
to gain employment in the industry. On the other side
of the country, Heather Jones is sitting in the passenger

JONATHAN TRASK
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DOING THE HEAVY LIFTING
As a single mother raising two young girls
and working as a personal assistant to a mine
manager in Karratha, Heather Jones wanted to
do something different to support her family. So
she started driving trucks. That was more than
two decades ago.
“I started working for a company that cleaned
high-voltage power lines, so I’d deliver trucks out
to their Pilbara work sites,” Heather says. “The girls
were four and five then, and I did that for seven
years and homeschooled the girls as well.” Looking
back, she has no idea how she did it. “I was a
dead-set lunatic, absolutely organised, but the girls
have turned out brilliant, they’ve been to college
and they work with me in the business now.”
That business is Success Transport. When
Heather and her daughters established it in
2004, the company was the only female-owned
and operated transport business in the country.
Fast-forward a decade and Heather is the face
of one of the country’s most widely regarded
training organisations.
Pilbara Heavy Haulage Girls (PHHG) trains
women and young men who already have truck
licences but need on-the-job experience. “They’re
training in real working trucks, and if we don’t

have work on, we put
them in the yards in our
trucks, putting the fuel in
and everything else, and
we’ll let them reverse for
eight hours, or hook up
trailers for eight hours, so
they get that experience
before they’re out on the
road,” Heather says.
PHHG has a rule that
their drivers have to “pay it
forward”. “So those female
drivers now have to bring
at least one other female
driver into the industry and
Heather
train them,” she says.
Although many women
work in administrative
roles, industry estimates put the number of female
drivers at 3–6% of the workforce. Heather says
as well as being good at their jobs, female drivers
add to the diversity of the sector. “And it creates a
better workforce, because women bring a natural
safety culture to any workforce; they’re not the
risk takers,” she says.

Jones with daughters Kersti and Chelsea.
While she’s proud of what the team behind
PHHG has achieved in a short time, Heather
says there’s still a long way to go before female
drivers are given the respect they deserve. “I’ve
been doing this for 25 years now, and when you
hop out at a service station they still say, ‘Oh,
do you drive that big thing?’ and you think, ‘For
God’s sake, of course I do!’”

O U T B A C K

seat of a big pink Volvo truck. The veteran female truckie
says young blokes like Jake are exactly what the industry
needs more of, as well as women of all ages. As co-founder
of Karratha-based training organisation Pilbara Heavy
Haulage Girls (PHHG), Heather is at the coalface of
training new drivers and is leading the way with a workbased model. “If you have your licence but no experience,
you come to us and we help you out,” Heather says.
Although women are the focus, young men are also part
of the business model.
The idea behind PHHG, says Heather, was twofold: to
get more women into the industry, and develop a training
model that goes beyond the basics of driving from A to
B. “Because no-one teaches you anything anymore,” she
says. “No-one teaches you how to throw the cab over, how
to change a tyre, how to hook up a B-double or how to
disconnect. It’s just unbelievable. You’re just a steerer.”
In contrast, the PHHG model is all about work
experience. Trainees start beside an experienced driver and
work their way through 160 hours of on-the-job training.
In two years PHHG has trained 50 mostly female drivers.
All have jobs in the industry and the company now has 500
women on the waiting list. “It’s really exciting but it’s really

S T O R Y

overwhelming as well,” Heather says. “And that’s why we
really need other people to take on this training program.”
Chris Melham says the PHHG model reflects a growing
push within the industry to work towards a nationally
accredited apprenticeship-style training regime. He says the
‘tick and flick’ nature of current training practices allows
drivers to get their heavy-combination (HC) and multicombination (MC) licences with little practical experience.
“There’s no graduated process where they literally start on
a forklift and make their way up through light rigids, then
through the semis and up to the multi combinations.”
But there are positive changes afoot, Chris says, pointing
out Volvo’s plans to establish a driver-training academy
next year and the Commonwealth’s new $750 million
Youth Jobs PaTH (Prepare-Trial-Hire) program. Starting
from April 1, 2017, the scheme, which includes the roadtransport industry, will provide incentives for operators to
take on young people under an internship-style placement
and keep them on by providing youth-wage subsidies.
Up in Alice Springs, Mark Stanes thinks the industry
should start even earlier. “I think it needs to start in
schools,” says the 36 year old, who runs Stanes Transport
with his parents Bruce and Shirley. Having built the family
Father and son: Simon and Norm Tuxworth at their company’s Cairns depot.
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Australians pioneered the use of road trains to transport stock across the Top End.

business from a single second-hand Isuzu truck six years
ago into a company running weekly road trains to remote
communities, Mark says too many young people are not
willing to start at the bottom and work up. “When I went
to school the governments encouraged people to go to
university and no-one wanted to do the manual work,” he
says. “And I think we’re suffering from that now.”
Adam Hogg believes an apprenticeship-style training
regime would be great for the industry. “I laid in a swag
for three months beside the trucks before I was allowed
to drive,” he says. “I learnt how everything worked in the
sheds, how to load cattle, and I did trips with drivers with
my swag strapped to the front of the crate,” he says. “And
I’m glad I did because I learnt the right way to do it.”
Peter Voorhoeve says not only will better trained
drivers benefit the companies they work for, better
drivers in safer trucks will help improve the perception
of the whole industry. “If you put professionally trained
drivers into well-designed and safe trucks, it’s like a
snowball effect,” Peter says.

JUST REWARDS

Although the industry’s challenges are great, there are
plenty willing to take them on. Back in Cairns, pallets
of general freight crowd the floor space at Tuxworth
and Woods’ depot. There are microwaves and goalpost
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pads for Weipa, furniture for Kowanyama and a vehicle
windscreen and washing machines for the Army base at
Laura. The family-owned Queensland trucking company
is typical of the businesses that make up the vast majority
of operators in the industry.
A diesel fitter by trade, who learned the trucking
ropes from his father Norm, manager Simon Tuxworth
is an example of a modern-day operator who wants
to see the industry as a whole prosper. Leaning on
the big wooden desk in his old man’s office, Simon
says despite all the challenges trucking remains a
very rewarding occupation. “It’s not brain surgery
or rocket science, but it’s basic to life, and the sense
of achievement when you do get three trailers from
Cairns to Weipa and back, well, it makes you walk
about 10-foot taller,” he says, smiling.
About 2000km west of Cairns, Jake Tyrrell is on the
homeward leg of his 1200km round trip from Alice
Springs to Canteen Creek. The truck is almost empty
and Jake’s in good spirits as the surrounding ranges glow
red with the sinking sun. “I wasn’t much good at school,
I’d just sit in class and look out the window,” says Jake,
reflecting on his journey from student to truck driver.
“My teachers used to always say, ‘You won’t get paid to
look out a window, Jake’,” he says, grinning. “Well, have a
look at me now. Livin’ the dream.” 

